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Filippo Brunelleschi (/ˌbrʊnəˈleski/ BROO-nə-LESK-ee, Italian: [fiˈlippo brunelˈleski], also known as Filippo 1377 – 14 April 1446), considered to be a founding father of Renaissance architecture, was an Italian architect, designer, and sculptor, and is now recognized to be the first modern engineer, planner, and sole construction supervisor.

Brunelleschi's dome how a renaissance genius reinvented architecture

Still, many decades later, no one seemed to have a viable idea of how to build a dome nearly 150 feet across a central creation myth of the Italian Renaissance.

Magnificent temples to wealth were designed across Florence and the largest dome in the world was built by Filippo Brunelleschi, the brilliant engineer. Men no longer accepted at face value the
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